I. Connect the letters to form words (12 points):

1. ح + س + ا + ب + ا + ت = ___________________
2. ت + خ + ا + ر + ي = ___________________
3. ص + ر + 1 + ص + ي + ر = ___________________
4. إ + ش + ت + د + ا + د = ___________________
5. أ + خ + ص + ر = ___________________
6. و + 1 + د + ي = ___________________
7. ح + ض + ر + ا + ت = ___________________
8. أ + ح + ج + ا + ر = ___________________
9. ي + ت + ز + و + ج = ___________________
10. ي + ث + ب + ت = ___________________
11. أ + خ + ذ + ت = ___________________
12. ح + ج + ب + ت = ___________________

II. Circle the word you hear in each line (4 points):

1. ذاب  ذاب  ثاب  ثاب  داب  داب
2. ضار  زار  ثابت  ثبت  دار  دار
3. يسير  يسير  يسير  يسير  يسير  يسير
4. يسير  يسير  يسير  يسير  يسير  يسير

VI. Dictation: Write the words you hear including short vowels and shadda (16 points):

1. ___________________  5. ___________________
2. ___________________  6. ___________________
3. ___________________  7. ___________________
4. ___________________  8. ___________________

*Quiz designed by Professor Nawal Nasser
III. Identify what you see in the following pictures (18 points):

- [Drawing of a teapot and a cup]
- [Drawing of a newspaper]
- [Drawing of a house]
- [Drawing of two people standing and talking]
- [Drawing of a framed picture with the word "Morning"]
- [Drawing of a chicken digging in the dirt]
- [Drawing of bread and a slice of bread]
- [Drawing of a blue monster wearing sunglasses]
- [Drawing of two cartoon characters with pink hair]
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